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APPENDIX A: 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

The principal structural features in the Granite Mountains (in de

creasing order of their effect on geomorphology) are joints, fracture zones, 

and faults. Generally these features share similar orientations. Their 

traces tend to occur in pairs with trends NW-SE and NE-SW and with acute 

angles between members of a pair opening roughly E-W. Quartz veins are 

frequently found in the fracture zones as well as in unaltered rock. 

Observations 

Joints 

The structural features that exert primary control on geomorpholory 

of the Granite Mountains are the joints. Vertical and near-vertical joints 

in the pluton are readily observed in aerial photographs of the range. 

Joint patterns were traced from aerial photographs and transferred to a 

large map to display their relationship to other structural features in the 

Granite ~lountains. A copy of this map is on file at the llC, Santa Cruz 

Environmental Studies Board. For more precise information, we measured at-

titudes of joint surfaces within the selected areas in the study area. The 

resulting data are reported in contoured stereograms of poles to joint sur

faces in Figures A-1 and A-2. 

Field observations revealed two major types of joints in the Granite 

~lountains: subhoriz.ontal joints and vertical joints. 

The subhorizontal joints are frequently filled with aplite and peg

matite dikes, both in the upper zones of the pluton and in the surrounding 

metamorphic roof rocks. The dikes generally range from an inch to a foot 

in thickness. In Figure A-la, poles to planes of aplite and pegmatite dikes 

from all of the field areas have been combined and contoured. They reveal 

a family of dike planes whose common axis trends N49E and plunges 20°. 

Poles-to-joint planes measured in metamorphic rock on Silver Peak are con

toured in Figure A-lh and reveal a pattern similar to that of the aplite 
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Figure A-1. Contoured stereograms of poles to joint and dike planes. 
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and pegmatite dikes. The predominant joints on Silver Peak forma family of 

planes whose axis trends NSOE and plunges 23°. Subhorizontal joints in the 

plutonic rock also dip generally to the northeast. This is evident in the 

contoured stereograms in Figure A-2. 

In all of the vertical joints, aplite and pegmatite fillings are 

rare or absent. Vertical joints frequently cut through aplite and pegma

tite dikes. In a few instances, vertical joints were observed to offset 

the dikes very slightly--by an inch or less. 

The vertical joints in the field area seem to occur in paired sets. 

Modal joint plane orientations have been added to the contoured stereograms 

in Figure A-2 to aid the reader in visualizing vertical joint set orienta

tions. In the Cove Spring-White Fang area, paired joint sets are separated 

by an angel of 74°. The bisector of this angel trends N75E. In the Cotton

wood Basin area, paired joint sets are separated by an angle of 73°, whose 

bisector trends N73W. In the Granite Peak Plateau area, an angle of 70° 

separates paired joint sets, with bisector trending N27E. 

In the Granite Cove fracture zone (Section 18 T8N Rl3E), quartz veins 

can be projected along trend into vertical joints in the surrounding unal

tered plutonic rock. 

Fracture Zones 

Fracture zones also exert a strong influence on the geomorphology in 

the Granite Mountains. Fracture zones consist of belts of highly fractured 

and hydrothermally altered plutonic rock, ranging from less than three feet 

to about 1000 feet in width. They mark topographic lows, often saddles and 

drainages, and can be recognized in aerial photographs by greater soil de

velopment, fewer outcrops, and, frequently, limonite staining. 

The fracture zones in the study area are characterized by closely 

spaced (1 to 2 inch) joints, along which shearing has frequently taken 

place. Like the unaltered vertical joints, fracture zones seem to occur in 

pairs. Their trends range generally from N30W to N40W and NSOE to N70E. An 

exception to this pattern is a large fracture zone trenoing N80W from the 
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Figure A-2. Contoured stereograms of poles to joints in plutonic areas. 
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NW~ Section 8 T8N Rl3E to the NW~ Section 7 T8N Rl3E. 

An outcrop of intensely fractured pegmatite was noted in the Cove 

Spring fracture zone (SE~ SE~ Section 8 T8N Rl3E). Small-scale folding of 

joint surfaces was noted in a fracture zone on a slope in Cottonwood Basin 

(NE~ Section 12 T8N Rl2E). 

Quartz Veins 

Quartz veins, averaging about three feet in width and generally hav-

ing near-vertical dips, sometimes occur in unaltered plutonic rock but are 

usually associated with fracture zones. Traces of quartz veins in unaltered 

rock have trends ranging from N6SW to N70W and N6SE to N70E. Exceptions are 

two quartz veins with trends N30W and N42W, which crop out about 300 feet 

northwest of a fracture zone trending N49E in Cottonwood Basin (Section 12 

TSN Rl2E). 

Quartz veins within fracture zones, like the quartz veins in fresh 

rock, tend to have trends closer to E-W than the trends of the fracture 

zones themselves. For example, a fracture zone trending N66E from Granite 

Cove (Section 18 T8N Rl3E) contains six quartz veins, of trends N79E, N69E, 

N68W, N77E, N7SE, and N77E. In this particular fracture zone, the quartz 

veins have an en echelon outcrop pattern. These quartz veins can be pro-

jected along trend into vertical joints in the surrottnding, unaltered plu-

tonic rock. 

Slickensides were noted on joint surfaces within two of the quartz 

veins in the Granite Cove fracture zone (Section 18 T8NR13E). Their orienta-

tions are as follows: 

Trend of Attitude of Rake of 
guartz vein slickensiaed lineations 

trace surface -----

N7SE N62E 87NW 33NE 

N68W E-W 66S S6E 
N47W 6SSW S2SE 
N26W 67SW 22SE 
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Faults 

Sabine mapped faults in the southeastern pluton on the basis of off

set contacts between plutonic rock units (see Generalized Geologic Map, 

page 27) and interpreted these faults as dip-slip. Aside from the patterns 

on contact offset, no other field evidence for sense of movement on the 

faults was noted (pers. comm. Sabine 1978). 

The trends of fault traces range predominantly from N65W to N85W and 

N65E to N85E. The NW-trending fault traces are more common. Only two mea

surements for fault dip were obtained. One measurement is for a fault in 

upper Willow Spring Basin that strikes N73W and dips 56 NE (NW~ NW~ Sec

tion 23 T8N Rl2E). The other measurement is for a fault just west of Wil

loH Spring Basin that strikes N78W and dips 60NE (NE~ NE~ Section 28 TSN Rl2E). 

Host of the rhyolite dikes, found in the southern portion of the 

range, have intruded along fault planes. A rhyolite dike in east Willow 

Spring Basin (NW~ SE~ Section 23 TSN Rl2E) displays columnar jointing, Hith 

columns perpendicular to the contacts betHeen rhyolite and the intruded 

pluton. Trends of rhyolite dike traces are similar to fault trace trends. 

Only one dip measurement was obtained; a dike in Willow Spring Basin that 

strikes NSSE and dips 62 NW (NE~ NW~ Section 26 TSN Rl2E). 
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Discussion 

In this section, possible origins and ages of the structural features 

of the Granite Mountains will be discussed. These interpretations are based 

upon the assumptions listed on page SO . 

Subhorizontal Joints 

Two origins for subhorizontal joints are postulated. Aplite and peg

matite fillings suggest that some subhorizontal joints formed during the 

later cooling stages of the magma. Flat-lying joints have been described 

by Balk (1937) as one of the fracture sets of primary origin in plutons. 

They are generally not related to flow lines in the pluton, but rather to 

cooling. Flat-lying fractures "indicate that a consolidating igneous mass 

tends to break up into slabs separated by fractures of low nip .... Cer

tainly the volume decrease of a cooling igneous intrusion would partially 

explain this fracture orientation since the heat would tend to be lost most 

readily upward" (Spencer 1969). Balk (1937) suggests that other factors 

may also affect formation of flat-lying joints, such as differences in the 

load of the superincumbent rocks and inequalities in the rate of consolida

tion of the top portions of the pluton. 

Some of the subhorizontal joints in the Granite Mountains probably 

correspond to Balk's flat-lying joints and formed during the later cooling 

stages of the pluton. Accumulation of volatiles near the roof of the plu

ton (Sabine 1971) produced the aplite and pegmatite dikes that fill some 

of these joints. If the Cretaceous age assignment for the pluton is ac

cepted, then these subhorizontal joints are probably also Cretaceous in age. 

Radiometric dating of the pluton and the aplite and pegmatite dikes that 

intrude it would help to clarify the origin and age of the dike-filled sub

horizontal joints. 

Some subhorizontal joints are thought to be unrelated to the cooling 
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of the pluton in which they are found. These fractures, called sheeting, 

are generally subparallel to topography and tend to become flatter and more 

horizontal with depth. They are thought to form as a result of dilation 

of the rock after relief of a primary confining pressure through removal of 

superincumbent load (Spencer 1969). 

Some of the subhorizontal joints in the sturly area that are not 

filled with aplite or pegmatite may be the result of sheeting. They may 

have formed much later than the dike-filled joints, in response to unload

ing. Uplift and erosion was particularly widespread in the Mojave in early 

Cenozoic time. Formation of the younger subhorizontal joints may have be

gun then, and may have continued as uplift and erosion continued through 

the Cenozoic. Field relations, such as cross-cutting of aplite and pegma

tite dikes, should be sought as evidence of a later age for some of the un

filled subhorizontal joints. 

The dike-filled joints of the Granite ~{ountains tend to form a family 

of planes whose common axis plunges gently to the northeast. This axis 

seems to correspond to the axis of elongation of the pluton itself. The re

lationships of the Budweiser granodiorite (Kb), the White Fang quartz mon

zonite (Kwf), and the Willow Spring quartz monzonite (Kws), as well as their 

composition and relationship to metamorphic country rock, suggest that these 

units represent zones in a single pluton (Sabine 1971). The Budweiser gran

odiori tc is the upper zone, the White Fang Quartz monzonite the intermediate zone, 

and the Willow Spring quartz monzonite the core of the pluton which forms 

an elongate antiform with axis trending NE. It is possible that the elon

gated zoned pluton shares not only the NE trend but also the gentle north

east\,ard dip of the subhorizontal joints of the field area. Ilm,ever, more 

field and laboratory work are needed to determine the exact shape and ex

tent of the pluton. 

Vertical Joints 

The vertical joints measured in the field are notahly lacking in 

aplite and pegmatite fillings. This suggests that these joints were formed 
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later than the dike-filled joints. 

Many of the vertical joints tend to occur in pairs with acute angles 

ranging from 70° to 75°. This suggests that these joints may be conjugate 

shearfractures that formed in response to compressive stresses. At initial 

rupture the acute angle between conjugate shear fractures is usually about 

60° (Badgley 1965). If stress continues to be applied, this acute angle in

creases. Angles of 70° to 75° between modal vertical joint planes in the 

Granite Mountains imply that compressive stress continued after intial rup

ture of the rock. 

The bisector of the acute angle between conjugate shear fractures in

dicates the theoretical orientation of the maximum compressive stress (Spen

cer 1969). The bisectors of acute angles between vertical joint sets in 

the Granite Mountains have been labeled with arrows on the contoured stereo

grams in Figure A-2. Their values are as follows: N75E in the Cove Spring

White Fang area, N73W in Cottonwood Basin, and N27E in the Granite Peak 

Plateau area. Two of the trends suggest that compressive stresses oriented 

roughly N75E and N75W produced the conjugate vertical joint sets in the 

range. These stresses may be local variations of a regional 8-W compres-

sive stress. An anomalous trend for inferred compressive stress, N27E, is 

evident in the Granite Peak Plateau area (Figure A-2b). This anomaly may 

be due to relative rotation of the plateau in response to movement along 

the faults in Sections 12, 13 and 14 T8~ rrl3E. 

Litt~e evidence of movement or shear was observed on the vertical 

joint surfaces. Occasional and very slight offset of aplite and pegmatite 

dikes was observed. Fresh rock should be examined for evidence of shear 

(i.e. slickensides) along joint surfaces, and aplite and pegmatite dikes 

should be more closely observed for evidence of offset. 

The quartz veins in the Granite Cove fracture zone (Section 17 and 

Section 18 T8N Rl3E) can be projected along trend into vertical joints in 

the surrounding, unaltered plutonic rock. The fractures that the quartz 

veins fill are considered to be extensional features produced by a regional 
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stress similar to that which produced the conjugate vertical joint sets. 

It implies that the vertical joints whose trends parallel those of the 

quartz veins (averaging approximately N70W and N70E) are, like the quartz 

veins, extensional features formed in response to local variations of a 

regional E-W compressive stress. 

Faults 

The traces of the faults in the southern Granite Hountains have ap

proximately the same trends as the directions of compressive stress inferred 

from the vertical joints set orientations. The fault trace trends range 

from N6SW to N8SW and from N6SE to N8SE. The trends of compressive stress 

are approximately N7SW and N7SE, ignoring the anomalous value for Granite 

Peak Plateau. 

These compressive stress trends fall right in the middle of fault

trend ranges. The faults in the study area are high-angle dip-slip faults 

(pers. comm. Sabine 1978). 

Their orientation and sense of movement suggest that the faults may 

have formed in response to the same compressive stresses as the vertical 

joints. The faults were formed as tension gashes with the same trends as 

the principal compressive stresses that produced them. This hypothesis is 

illustrated in qualitatively drawn strain ellipsoids in Figure A-3. 

Compression produces shortening along the maximum compressive stress 

axis (o 1 ) and elongation along the minimum compressive stress axis (o3). 

Part of the strain is taken up by shear along vertical joint st1rfaces, and 

part of the strain is taken up by extension perpendicular to the high-angle 

dip-slip faults. Quartz veins and the vertical joints that parallel them 

may have the same extensional origin as the dip-slip faults. 

The two compressive stress trends, N7SW and N7SE, account for the 

two general trends, ENE and WNW, displayed by fault traces in the field 

area. The WNW trend for fault traces is more common, suggesting that N7SW 

was the predominant compressive stress orientation. As mentioned earlier, 

the WNW and ENE compressive stresses are thought to be local variations of 
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tension gashes, i.e. 
dip-slip faults 

Figure A-3. Strain ellipsoids (qualitative) illustrating possi~le origin of 
dip-slip faults as tension gashes in an area undergoing compresswe stress. 
Arrows labeled 6, represent axis of maximum compressive stress. Arrows labeled 
6 3 represent axis of minimwn compressive stress. 

a regional E-W compressive stress. 

Fracture Zones 

The fracture zones appear to occur in pairs, with trends ranging gen-

erally from N30W to N40W and NSOE to N70E. This orientation suggests that 

the fracture zones may represent conjugate shear surfaces formed in re-

sponse to a compressive stress trending approximately N7SW. Evidence of 

shear on joint surfaces within the fracture zones supports this hypothesis. 

An exception tu the usual pattern of fracture zone orientations is 

the large fracture zone which trends ~SOW from the NN~ Section 8 T8N Rl3E 

to the NW~ Section 7 T8N Rl3E. Several smaller scale fracture zones and 

fracture zone boundaries trend subparallel to this larger zone. Examples 

may be noted in Section 18 T8N R13E and Sections 13 and 14 in T8N RlZE. 

These zones may represent one memher of a shear pair produced by ENE-trend-

ing compressive stress. 

Compressive stresses of approximately N7SW and N7SE were postulated 

earlier as responsible for producing the vertical joints and dip-slip faults 
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in the Granite Mountains. The WNW orientation for fault trends was noted as 

predominant. The fracture zones may have been produced by the same compres

sive stresses as the vertical joints and faults. If this is so, the fracture 

zones may be considered further evidence that the N75W compressive stress was 

predominant over the N7 5E compressive stress. Possibly, the N7 5W stress was 

operative over longer periods. The WNW and ENE trending compressive stresses 

are considered here as local variations of a regional E-W compressional stress. 

The acute angle between paired fracture zone orientations averages 

about 85°. At initial rupture, the acute angle between conjugate shear sur

faces is usually about 60° (Badgley 1965). An angle of 85° suggests that 

the fracture zones continued to be subjected to compressional stress after 

initial rupture of the rock. The acute angle between verticle joint pairs 

in unaltered rock ranges from 70° to 75°, less than that between the frac

ture zone pairs. This suggests that the fracture zones may have been sub

jected to compressive stresses over a longer period of time and hence may 

be older than the conjugate vertical joint sets. This may also help to ex

plain why shearing is evident in the fracture zones but is, for the most 

part, lacking on the vertical joint surfaces. Differences in the acute 

angle between the conjugate shear pairs may be unrelated to duration of stress 

and have been affected by other factors, such as differences in rock 

strength, structures already present in underlying rock, etc. 

The presence of a highly shattered pegmatite dike in the Cove Spring 

fracture zone (SE~ SE~ Section 8 TSN Rl3E) suggests that the fracture zones 

are younger than the dike-filled subhorizontal joints. Relative ages of 

fracture zones and vertical joint sets have not been established. 

Quartz Veins 

The quartz veins in the field area are assumed to be of hydrothermal 

origin. They are also assumed to hav~ been injected simultaneously with 

hydrothermal alteration and mineralization in the fracture zones. These 

events may have accompanied the intense fracturing which produced the frac

ture zones, or may have occurred after the fracture zones were formed. 
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The orientation of quartz veins roughly parallels the orientation 

of faults in the field area. Like the faults, the fractures that are filled 

with quartz may have originated as tension gashes produced by WNW and ENE 

trending compressional stresses (see Figure A-3). Five of the six quartz 

veins in the Granite Cove fracture zone (Section 17 and Section 18 T8N R13E) 

suggest an ENE-trending compressive stress. Their "en echelon" outcrop 

pattern suggest that this stress may have been transformed locally into a 

NE-trending right lateral shear couple (Badgley 1965). 

Timing and Regional Models 

All of the structural features discussed above--joints, faults, 

fracture zones, quartz veins--cut through the southeastern pluton. They 

must have been formed after the pluton was emplaced and after the pluton 

was at least partially crystallized. As the pluton is assumed to have been 

emplaced in Cretaceous time, these structural features can be considered 

Cretaceous or younger in age. 

The aplite and pegmatite dikes filling some of the subhorizontal 

joints suggest that these joints formed during the later stages of cooling 

of the pluton. Thus, the dike-filled joints are probably Cretaceous or 

late Cretaceous in age. 

The presence of a highly fractured pegmatite dike in the Cove Spring 

fracture zone (SE~ SE~ Section 8 T8N Rl3E) implies that the fracture zones 

formed after the subhorizontal joints had been formed and intruded by dikes 

of aplite and pegmatite. The injection of quartz veins and hydrothermal 

alteration and mineralization in the fracture zones may have occurred dur

ing the latest stages of cooling of the pluton, the silica-rich hydrothermru 

solutions having been derived from residual liquids in the cooling magma. 

It is also possible that the hydrothermal solutions responsible for quartz 

vein injection, and alteration and mineralization in fracture zones were 

unrelated to the cooling of the pluton and occurred later. The formation 

of fracture zones, the injection of quartz veins, and hydrothermal altera

tion and mineralization in the fracture zones may have occurred in late 
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Cretaceous or post-Cretaceous time. 

The absence of aplite and pegmatite fillings in some of the subhor

izontal joints, in the vertical joints, and in fault planes suggest that 

these features formed after the pluton had cooled. These features may be 

considered late or post-Cretaceous in age. 

Rhyolite dikes intrude some of the fault planes in the southern Gran

ite Mountains. The rhyolite dikes are assumed to be Miocene in age, be

cause bimodal basaltic and rhyolitic volcanism was widespread in the Mojave 

province at this time (Snyder et al. 1976). This implies that the faults 

are older than Miocene and younger than Cretaceous in age. 

All of the structural features discussed above, with the exception 

of the subhorizontal joints, can be interpreted as products of local varia

tions of a regional E-W compressive stress. Structural models for the Mo

jave province during both the Mesozoic and the Cenozoic eras could account 

for such a stress. 

Two periods of tectonic activity marked by linear belts of eastward 

moving thrust plates affected the Mojave Desert during Mesozoic time. Dunne 

(1972) states: "The older of these two deformations is referred to as the 

Mesocordilleran orogeny. Thrust plates developed during this orogeny ... 

were thrust eastward during Triassic and Early Jurassic time. Mesocordil

leran thrust faults occur at Clark Mountain," about 40 miles north of the 

Granite Mountains. The second deformational event was given the name Sevier 

orogeny by Armstrong (1968). "The Sevier orogenic belt trends southeast 

through Utah and Nevada and into the Mojave Desert; thrust fault activity 

was greatest during the interval Late Jurassic--Late Cretaceous. Burch

fiel and Davis have mapped thrust faults of probable Sevier age at Clark 

Mountain" (Dunne 1972). Like the Mesocordilleran orogeny, the Sevier oro

geny involved movement on thrust faults from west to east (Armstrong 1968). 

These thrusts are thought to have been produced by compressive stresses 

transmitted eastward through the crust from the subduction zone along the 

nearby plate margin in southwestern California (Burchfield and Davis 1972). 
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The vertical joints, faults and fracture zones of the Granite Moun-

tains could have been produced by these E-W, subduction-related compres-

sional stresses. If the Cretaceous age assignment for the pluton is accepted, 

Mesozoic structural features would have to be products of the younger de-

formation, the Sevier orogeny. 

Several structural models have been proposed for the Cenozoic his-

tory of the Mojave province. One of them, proposed by Cummings (1976), 

postulates a north-south compression of the entire Mojave block, producing 

the pattern of NW-trending right-slip faults and NE-trending left-slip 

faults that is seen in the Mojave today, as well as an eastward movement 

of the entire block. A schematic diagram of this proposed stress config-

uration is presented in Figure A-4. 

In this model, eastward movement of the Mojave block sets up a west-

ward-directed stress, or. For an area such as the Granite Mountains, lo-

cated in the eastern Mojave Desert, such stress and movement would very 

likely result in overall E-W compression. Thus, the joints, faults and 

fracture zones of the Granite Mountains, considered here as products of re-

gional E-W compression, could have formed in Cenozoic time in response to 

the stresses· proposed in Cummings's model (1976). 

Figure A-4. Theoretical model of the ~lojavc province based on Pra~dtl 's coml?ressed 
cell. In Prandtl's cell, rigid boundary plates are compressed against plastic mater
ial between the plates. 1\lovement of plates is shown by small open arrows; movement 
of plastic material is shown by large open arrow; relative movement along sliJ? li~es 
is shown by solid arrows. Stress distributions ( ~.1;--&, and6r) are shown qualltat1Vely 
outside of cell. After diagram in Cummings (1976). 
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APPENDIX B: 

VEGETATION TRANSECT ANALYSIS 

Vegetation was sampled quantitatively along an altitudinal transect 

in an attempt to characterize vegetation patterns in the proposed Research 

Natural Area. The transect was not designed to address any one specific 

ecological question; its purpose was to provide descriptive information 

about a variety of ecological parameters in the area. In addition, the corn-

position of two important plant communities of the area, Pinyon-Juniper 

Woodland and Yucca-Opuntia-Coleogyne Scrub, was determined for use in char

acterizing these communities. Altitudinal ranges of the more important 

plants encountered along the transect have also been defined. Our data sug

gest relationships between physical factors (elevation, slope, aspect, and 

substrate) and characteristics of the plant associations, such as diversity 

and dominance. Because of the broad, descriptive nature of our sampling, 

however, such relationships cannot be stated quantitatively. The informa

tion we present here merely represents a preliminary survey of the ecologi

cal patterns occurring in the vegetation of this area. 

Methods 

The transect extended from the bottom of Cottonwood Basin to the 

highest point in the range, Granite Peak. This route was selected because 

of the relatively easy access it affords to the Granite Peak area and be

cause it traverses the proposed Research Natural Area. 

The transect originated on the Cottonwood Basin bajada at 4000 feet 

and followed the southern drainage to 6000 feet. Here, the transect crossed 

a plateau, turned to the northwest, and followed a small drainage to Gran

ite Peak, elevation 6786 feet (see Transect Location map, page 113). 

Twelve sampling stations were located at intervals of 250 vertical 

feet using U.S.G.S. topographic sheets and triangulation. At each station, 

a 200 meter cross-transect was laid out along the elevational contour. To 

ensure that each side of the drainages (and thus a variety of slopes and 
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